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INTRODUCTION
Depth-based gesture cameras provide a promising and novel way to interface with computers. Nevertheless, 
this type of interaction remains challenging due to the complexity of fin-ger interactions and the under large 
viewpoint variations. Ex-isting middleware such as Intel Perceptual Computing SDK (PCSDK) or 
SoftKinetic IISU can provide abundant hand tracking and gesture information. However, the data is too 
noisy (Fig. 1, left) for consistent and reliable use in our ap-plication. In this work, we present a filtering 
approach that combines several features from PCSDK to achieve more sta-ble hand openness and supports 
grasping interactions in vir-tual environments. Support vector machine (SVM), a ma-chine learning method, 
is used to achieve better accuracy in a single frame, and Markov Random Field (MRF), a proba-bility theory, 
is used to stabilize and smooth the sequential output. Our experimental results verify the effectiveness and 
the robustness of our method.
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Figure 1. (left) Noise caused by background/sensing (right) The features
used for training
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INTRODUCTION
Depth-based gesture cameras provide a promising and novel
way to interface with computers. Nevertheless, this type of
interaction remains challenging due to the complexity of fin-
ger interactions and the under large viewpoint variations. Ex-
isting middleware such as Intel Perceptual Computing SDK
(PCSDK) or SoftKinetic IISU can provide abundant hand
tracking and gesture information. However, the data is too
noisy (Fig. 1, left) for consistent and reliable use in our ap-
plication. In this work, we present a filtering approach that
combines several features from PCSDK to achieve more sta-
ble hand openness and supports grasping interactions in vir-
tual environments. Support vector machine (SVM), a ma-
chine learning method, is used to achieve better accuracy in
a single frame, and Markov Random Field (MRF), a proba-
bility theory, is used to stabilize and smooth the sequential
output. Our experimental results verify the effectiveness and
the robustness of our method.

METHOD
We use a Creative Interactive Gesture Camera and the
PCSDK [2] to acquire the hand openness, the number of de-
tected fingertips, the average distance from fingertips to the
palm, the position of the hand and the normal direction of
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the palm (Fig.1, right). As the system cannot differentiate
between the left and right hand, we use data from a PhaseS-
pace motion capture system to match data from the PCSDK
with the left and right hand. However, adding markers to the
hands introduces more noise which causes imperfection of
hand segmentation and poor tracking (Fig. 1, left).

To increase the accuracy of hand openness, we use the fea-
tures acquired from PCSDK to train a model by SVM [1].
Although SVM can improve the accuracy of hand openness
in single frame, the output label will oscillate and become
unusable because it lacks the temporal property. MRF is ap-
plied to refine the sequential labels by optimizing the state
transition from the confidence of hand openness and previous
label. Matching with the hand position from Phasespace, we
can use the hand openness of both hands to interact with the
virtual environment.

We compared the proposed method with the result from
PCSDK and only SVM. The model is trained by using 11918
frames and is tested on 3 video clips with total of 5215
frames. The accuracy is the percentage of frames that have
the same state with the ground truth and the transition error is
the percentage of the frames with an incorrect state change.
In Table 1, although the accuracy of the proposed method will
be slightly lower than SVM, it has lower state transition error.

Table 1. Comparison of proposed and other methods
Method Proposed Method SVM Intel SDK

Accuracy 92.02% (4800/5215) 93.90% 73.75 %
Transition error 1.25 % (65/5215) 5.66% 2.07%

CONCLUSION
We presented a method for filtering and fusing data from
depth-based gesture camera and motion tracking. Our exper-
iments confirmed the proposed method is more robust and
reliable user interface than the compared methods. Its speed
for our application and performance make it suitable for many
applications such as 3D user interfaces and virtual reality con-
trol.
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